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Abstract—Normally, security and access control policies
rely on features from the host operating system. But what if
the owner of the host is untrustworthy, or the host is sim-
ply too “dumb” to support such policies? In this paper,
we investigate the feasibility of using the network to en-
force these policies. First, we describe an application-based
secure VLAN architecture that can be used to completely
secure a particular network service from unauthorized ac-
cess, without making any changes to the hosts and requiring
only minimal changes to existing standardized LAN com-
ponents. Second, we present a case study to show how our
approach can be applied to IP Telephony. Finally, we de-
scribe our experiences from a prototype implementation of
the S-VLAN concept.

Keywords: Service-based VLAN overlay; tagged
VLAN; Link Layer Network Address Translation (NAT);
Link Layer Security; tunneling; proof-of-concept test bed

I. INTRODUCTION

In any computing environment that supports multiple
processes, there must be some mechanism for resource
allocation among competing processes, as well as the en-
forcement of access control policies based on the priv-
iledges assigned to that process compared to the require-
ments of the resource. In a traditional timesharing operat-
ing system, these policies are enforced by the kernel, e.g.,
when the application program makes a system call. In the
networking context, firewalls play a similar role in pol-
icy enforcement for sessions and/or individual datagrams
attempting to cross the boundary separating the “inside”
and “outside” worlds.

At the same time, the individual hosts often view the
network as an untrustworthy resource. Once again, the
host operating system has the primary responsibility for
managing network resources, such as the configuration of
the network interface to detect and block unauthorized re-
mote accesses and also protecting the integrity of its own

network traffic via encryption (e.g., IPSec, SSL, VPN’s
etc.) or other means.

In this paper, however, we consider a somewhat dif-
ferent view of the environment. What if we cannot rely
on the host operating systems to enforce the desired re-
source allocation and access control policies, but we do
have complete control over (and can trust) the switches at
the edge of the network? What policy classes can be im-
plemented in the networking hardware, without making
any changes to (or trusting) the hosts?

To motivate this work we provide two possible ap-
plication domains. First, we consider the problem of
attaching limited functionality embedded computers to
the network. For example, a basic IP telephone could
be a single-purpose computer packaged in a telephone-
shaped “sealed box” that you simply plug into a powered-
Ethernet network port. End users are not capable of in-
stalling additional software (e.g., encryption tools) be-
yond the basic vendor-supplied system. Moreover, such
devices — along with a variety of even-simpler networked
controllers, such as the canonical networked refrigerator
or light switch — are intended for use on a “safe” private
intranet, and hence are not “hardened” to defend them-
selves against a determined external attacker.

Rather than assuming that the individual hosts are weak
and in need of protection by the network, our second ap-
plication considers the case where the individual hosts are
simply not trusted by network administrator. For exam-
ple, visitor networks (or hot-spot networks) [23] provide
generic Internet access in a variety of public places, in-
cluding university libraries, airports and hotels. Unlike a
private enterprise network, where a boundary firewall can
be effectively used to protect most private network ser-
vices from Internet intruders, we cannot be sure that a vis-
itor’s computer is properly configured, that proper secu-
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rity mechanisms are enabled, and that the visitor does not
have malicious intent to launch a Denial-of-Service attack
or attempt to monitor and/or interfere with communica-
tions among other users. Moreover, even in private enter-
prise networks it is possible for a host to become infected
by a virus or worm, or for the security of that host to be
breached by an outside attacker who has taken advantage
of known flaws in an obsolete and/or poorly administered
system. In either case, since the number of edge switches
in a typical network is much smaller than the total number
of hosts connected to those switches, there is a potential
for significantly reducing the amount of effort required to
maintain resource allocation and access control policies
if it could be shifted to the level of the network switches
rather than depending on the proper operation of every in-
dividual host.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II we provide some background to the problem, and com-
pare our approach to existing work. In Section II-B we
state our research problem and give a overview of our ap-
proach. In Section IV, we describe the design principles
for our secure VLAN tunnels, which are the key compo-
nent in our approach. In Section V, we discuss our imple-
mentation considerations. In Section V, we show the ex-
periment results from our proof-of-concept prototype test
bed. and make the discussion according to experiment re-
sults. Finally in Section VII, we make a conclusion.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Network security mechanisms can be classified as ei-
ther passive mechanisms, including accounting and in-
trusion detection; or active mechanisms, i.e., prevention
mechanisms. Among prevention mechanisms, we can fur-
ther divide them into security mechanisms that can be pro-
vided entirely by network infrastructure, and those that re-
quire the participation of the end hosts. In this paper, we
are interested in intrastructure-based active mechanisms,
for reasons we explained in section I.

A. Infrastructure-Based Security Mechanisms

Boundary firewalls are the most popular mechanisms
adapted by private enterprise networks, as they can ef-
fectively filter malicious traffic from Internet. Proxy fire-
walls can even utilize network address translation (NAT)
to masquerade the hosts’ real IP address and port number.
A firewall cannot prevent attacks or security holes that
originate from inside the network. However, distributed
firewalls [5] can be employed to control traffic traveling
in and out of a single host connected to the network.

Internet Protocol Security Architecture (IPSec) [3] is a
point-to-point protocol, which represents the current best

practice for providing Network Layer Security between
hosts. In addition, IPSec has a tunnel mode, which can
be used by VPN gateways to create a secure virtual link
across the Internet between separated sub networks be-
longing to the same enterprise. In this case, hosts inside
each sub network need no changes. Unfortunately, IPSec
is quite complex, so it is hard to implement and config-
ure correctly. Moreover, IPSec expands each packet by
adding a large AH or ESP header (

�
20 bytes). This ex-

pansion adds considerable overhead, since most Internet
packets are short[7] — especially for real-time applica-
tions such as VoIP packets. Conversely, if the applica-
tion chooses a large packet size for efficiency, then the
extra header size for IPSec may lead to packet fragmenta-
tion. Since IPSec is point-to-point protocol, if a group of
users want to securely talk with each other using IPSec,
they must establish several IPSec point-to-point security
association (SA). This approach is neither efficient nor
scalable, and is not compatible with other multicast deliv-
ery services, such as IP multicast and Layer 2 switching
(which relies heavily on multicasting and address filter-
ing).

Virtual Bridged Local Area Networks (VLANs) [30]
represent a standardized Layer 2 mechanism for partition-
ing a single physical LAN into multiple disjoint logical
LANs, by assigning traffic to a particular VLAN based
on the port number from which it arrived, or the value of
the protocol/type field or an explicit tag carried within the
packet. The IEEE 802.1Q standard [15] defines the packet
format and required behavior for tagged-based VLANs.
VLANs provide an efficient mechanism for improving
performance by localizing traffic, i.e., reducing the span
of a Layer 2 broadcast packet. Layer 2 switches are not
supposed to relay traffic across VLAN boundaries; this re-
quires a higher-layer policy decision by a router or other
device. Nevertheless, tagged-VLANs by themselves can-
not provide security because any single misconfigured (or
compromised) switch could trivially compromise the sep-
aration between distinct VLANs [11], [27].

In addition to VLANs, several other Layer 2 ap-
proaches to security have been considered. Decades ago,
the IEEE 802.10 standard [19] was created to define an in-
teroperable security model among Layer 2 bridges. How-
ever, 802.10 is dead as it is too complex, and only Cisco
still supports its format (but without encryption) for their
FDDI switches (which are also dead). More recently, the
IEEE 802 LAN/MAN Standards Committee has begun a
new project on Link Layer security (LinkSec) [16]. How-
ever, LinkSec’s charter is limited to providing one-hop
link security, so their approach is not scalable: in order to
communicate with a neighbor who is several hops away
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we must trust every intermediate switch along the path.
Finally, several vendors have developed proprietary secu-
rity mechanisms. For example, Cisco has a mechanism in
its switches to protect against certain types of Link Layer
attacks, such as ARP spoofing [13].

B. Security Mechanisms with Host Participation

For security mechanisms needing end hosts’ participa-
tion, we separate them to end-to-end and end-to-network,
the latter is usually for network access. End-to-end se-
curity mechanisms pervade each network layer, such as
S/MIME and PGP for email security over application
layer, Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Secure Socket
Layer on session layer (transport layer) and usually used
for Web services. This kind of end-to-end application ori-
ent security mechanism is most secure according to end-
to-end system design argument [29]. Much of the time,
we also need a security mechanism to protect security-
ignorant applications. IPSec transport mode is suitable
to guard all specified application: it can combine with
personal firewalls to provide a sound security service,
and provides link-layer end-to-end security mechanisms
as well [22].

IPSec end-to-network tunnel mode can be used to al-
low a single computer at some arbritrary remote location
to establish a secure connection over the Internet to an
enterprise gateway. More commonly, however, host-to-
network security is more about blocking network access
to non-authenticated devices, rather than protecting host
traffic in transit across the insecure public Internet. In
this case, network access is commonly handled by the
IEEE 802.1X Port Based Network Access Control Stan-
dard [20]. For example, Cisco’s Architecture for Voice,
Video and Integrated Data (AVVID), integrates 802.1X
with their proprietary Cisco Discovery Protocol to pro-
vide a mechanism to make the network more trustworthy:
switches identify and authenticate their neighbors over the
switch-to-switch links, while the edge switches authenti-
cate the hosts.

802.1X defines a general framework by which a “client
device”, known as the supplicant, is authenticated by its
“first point of attachment”, i.e., the switch at the edge of
the network known as the authenticator. 802.1X uses
the Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) [6]. EAP
can support multiple authentication methods and can work
over Ethernet or wireless links.

Initially the supplicant’s port is blocked except for re-
laying the EAP frames (i.e., authentication messages) be-
tween the supplicant and authentication server. Once au-
thenticated, the controlled port is opened and all kind of

frames are allowed.1 This authentication process must be
repeated each time the Ethernet physical layer transceiver
reestablishes the link after a loss of carrier, even if the link
is reserved for a single host (e.g., a staff person’s desktop
PC, or a networked printer). This re-authentication re-
quirement is intended to prevent a network security breach
if the host operating system is compromised, or if the net-
work cable is moved from the usual host to an intruder’s
laptop computer.

PANS over CHOICE [4], NETBAR [8] and SPINACH
[25] are all research projects related to wireless access,
which is outside of scope of this paper. Note that the IEEE
802.1X standard has significant limitations in the wireless
environment because the standard does not allow its au-
thentication messages to be relayed over multiple links.
Thus, 802.1X authentication cannot be used if multiple
“dumb” access points are connected to a single intelli-
gent switch to extend coverage. To solve this problem, a
modification to 802.1X to support the relaying of authen-
tication messages through a dumb wireless access point is
being developed as security extension 802.11i [17] to the
IEEE 802.11b Wireless LAN standard [18].

Internet

Trusted
Switch

Trusted 
Switch

Core
 Switch

Untrusted 
Switch

wireless
user

IP phones

Fig. 1. S-VLAN architecture.

III. S-VLAN ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we describe the main components of our
application-based Secure VLAN (S-VLAN) architecture
as shown in Figure 1, and their minimal requirements.

A. User Authentication at the Network Boundary

As we explained in Section I, we may not be able to
trust the end hosts to properly authenticate users and to
enforce access controls. An end host may be too “dumb”

�

In some implementations, the client may be granted a user-specific
set of network services, or perhaps assigned to a different VLAN.
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to handle these tasks, because it is a simple embedded de-
vice (such as an IP phone) or its operating system does
not support the concepts of resource protection and multi-
ple users (such as a PC running Windows 9x, or a pre-OS
X Macintosh). Furthermore, in visitor networks we must
assume that users have complete priviledged access to all
capabilities of their respective computers. Thus, our ap-
proach to user authentication should be host-independent
and not depend on the integrity of the end hosts.

Clearly, the IEEE 802.1X Port Based Network Access
Control Standard could be used for this purpose. More
specifically, each network port remains blocked until the
attached computer has been authenticated. In this case,
however, we view port authentication as the equivalent to
user login on a trustworthy computer. In other words, the
switch knows that there is a process running on the at-
tached computer, which has enough priviledges to gen-
erate network traffic, that has successfully authenticated
itself as the given user id. We can now grant that host
access to those remote resources which are available to
that particular user — and no more, unless we trust the
integrity of the end host operating system. Similarly, it
would be unsafe to simultaneoulsy authenticate multiple
users on the same host unless we trust its integrity.

In some cases, however, a trustworthy host may need to
support multiple users at the same time, or to offer mul-
tiple services subject to different access control policies.
In this case, we could apply VLAN tagging to the traf-
fic on the link connecting such hosts to the trusted edge
switch, in order to maintain the separation between users
and/or services all the way to the host. For example, if
multiple users share a trustworthy timesharing host, then
the host would associate a distinct VLAN id to each user.
Until the user authenticates itself to the edge switch, all
traffic tagged with its VLAN id (and hence generated by
the corresponding user) would be blocked at the switch.

Although the 802.1X standard has some known secu-
rity flaws that could make it susceptible to a Man-in-the-
Middle attack [2], we have developed a cross-layer posi-
tion authentication mechanism in [28], which can be used
to ensure that the integrity of the link is not compromised
by the presence of intermediate devices between the sup-
plicant and authenticator.

B. Trusted Edge Switches

A trusted edge switch is the most critical component
in our architecture. As described in section III-A, the
trusted edge switch authenticates each user before grant-
ing it access to the network and other remote resources.
In addition, we assume that the switch is connected to the
end host through a direct link that is capable of detecting

loss of connectivity at the physical layer. This assump-
tion holds for both the 100BASE-T Fast Ethernet and
1000BASE-T Gigabit Ethernet standards for transmission
over balanced twisted-pair copper cabling, but is not valid
for wireless networks. This is because the physical layer
transceivers for high speed transmission over copper send
a continous bi-directional stream of symbols over the link,
whether or not their is any data being sent. Thus, if an au-
thenticated host is unplugged from the link after gaining
network access, and replaced by another host, the switch
needs to know about the change and insist that the new
host undergo a new authentication.

The trusted edge switch must also capable of apply-
ing the necessary resource allocation and access control
policies to the network traffic associated with the services
available to that host. Thus, we assume that the trusted
switch can apply a multi-layer firewall access control rules
to the traffic, which can be based not only on source or
destination addresses (either MAC addresses or IP ad-
dresses or both), protocols, and even application-specific
details such as port numbers. Some applications may be
defined to use a fixed port number; for example, SSH uses
port number 22. However other applications, including
the VoIP H.323 standard, use dynamic port numbers [24].
In the latter case, the edge switch may need to support dy-
namic session-dependent policies. This could be accom-
plished by creating an application-dependent parser, such
as the IP telephony parser for boundary firewall [26]. Con-
versely, the rules could be dynamically updated by some
external agent, such as the VoIP Call Manager.

The edge switch enforces a set of rules that define a set
of protected applications that are not openly available to
all users. Other unprotected application traffic, such as In-
ternet access, will go through regular default channel. By
this method, the trusted edge switch can offer differenti-
ated security services to specific applications.

C. Core Switches and Other Edge Switches

The only requirement for core switches is they need to
be VLAN-awared and follow 802.1Q tagged VLAN stan-
dard. Such a feature is common for a middle-size switch
acting as a core switch. So this requirement is reasonable.

Other edge switches, if they do not like to be one part
of communication of the secure application, they do not
need to change any functionality and they are not required
to ensure any level of security. This is a much more relief
compared with Cisco’s AVVID. AVVID needs to upgrade
every edge switch to be 802.1X enabled, and if one edge
switch does not obey 802.1X standard, the security they
claimed may not be achieved.
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Weak security requirements for core switches and other
edge switches can bring great benefits. If these switches
are configured unproperly (this was claimed to be the most
possible security problem) and have security holes, se-
cured application still will not be hurted. A common
scenario is at a large university, core switches are con-
trolled by network administrators of the university, and
edge switches are controlled by network administrators of
different departments. Different department will have dif-
ferent security requirements. For example, computer sci-
ence department wants to secure VoIP application, while
library does not even want to use VoIP. In this case, ad-
mins from CS department can establish an application
based S-VLAN overlay among their switches and do not
need to worry about other edge switches not participat-
ing this application and also core switches. Thus, security
problems such as VLAN hopping [31] will not happen in
our S-VLAN.

IV. SECURE VLAN TUNNELS

If all users who are permitted to access a specific pro-
tected application were directly connected to a single
trusted edge switch, then these dynamic multi-layer pol-
icy rules would be sufficient. However, this approach does
not scale well if the users are distributed across multiple
switches. For example, which switch should make the
policy decision: the one connected to the client or the one
connected to the server? Do all trusted switches need to
know information about the policies applied to every user
on every host?

To simplify the task of managing these policies, we
assume that applications that include hosts connected to
multiple trusted edge switches are linked together through
encrypted VLAN tunnels between the trusted switches. In
this case, if a host connected to trusted switch “A” wants
to invoke a protected service to access a host on trusted
switch “B”, then we assume that switch “A” will first val-
idate the local request and then transfer the traffic to the
VLAN tunnel. Thus, when the traffic reaches switch “B”
through the VLAN tunnel, it can be delivered to the des-
tination without further validation because only trusted
switches are able to use the VLAN tunnel. The design
principles for these secure VLAN tunnels are a key part
of our general approach and will be discussed in the fol-
lowing subsections.

All traffic on the VLAN tunnels carries a 802.1Q
VLAN tag. The VLAN Number (VID) will be decided be-
fore hand, and each protected application will be assigned
a different VID. That is why we call our approach an “ap-
plication based” VLAN. Because of the VLAN tag, the
packet can be switched transparently across the enterprise

core network to the other trusted edge switches, assum-
ing only that those core switches are VLAN-aware. Thus,
our approach makes only minimal assumptions about the
network core.

Dest MAC
 addr

Src MAC
addr

802.1Q
Header

Length/
Type

Encrypted
payload 

1 DNAT 1 SNAT 0x8100 VID

Local bit
Multicast bit

User Priority
Canonical Format Indicator (CFI)

Bytes

Bits 1 1 46 1 1 46 16 3 1 12

6 6 4 2 46-1500

TPID

Fig. 2. S-VLAN packet format

The format of packets over S-VLAN tunnel is shown as
in Figure2.

A. Encrypted Layer-2 Group Communication among
Trusted Switches

In our approach, the entire Layer 2 payload (including
IP Layer header) is encrypted throughout the entire path
between the source and destination trusted edge switches.
Thus, unlike IPSec (which only works for the IPv4 and
IPv6 protocols), our security scheme is independent of the
Layer 3 protocols: it works equally well for both stan-
dardized protocols (such as IP, and to a lesser extent IPX)
as well as proprietary protocols for “dumb” embedded
controllers that do not support IP, vendor-specific plug-
and-play device autodiscovery and configuration proto-
cols, network attached disks, etc.

In addition, since the standard Layer-2 transparent
bridging and packet filtering algorithms do not care about
payload encryption, our approach trivially generalizes to
allow secure multipoint connections among multiple the
trusted switches connected to the same VLAN. On the
other hand, IPSec is inherently a point-to-point service,
so group communications among

�
endpoints would

need ��� ��� distinct IPSec tunnels if multi-hop store-and-
forward paths are allowed, or ��� ���	� distinct IPSec tun-
nels if we want a direct connection between each pair of
switches. Furthermore, the switches would need to main-
tain routing tables that include how to reach each host, or
at least which switch each host is connected to.

Since the Layer-2 payload is encrypted, all traffic on the
secure VLAN tunnels is protected from disclosure to in-
truders, even while it is traveling through the (less secure)
enterprise core switches. However, a malicious outsider
could still launch a Denial-of-Service attack by inserting
bogus traffic carrying the same VLAN tag through one of
the core switches, or to attempt to disrupt some protected
communications by a replay attack. These problems can
be solved by augmenting the payload with a sequence
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number field and integrity check before encryption, sim-
ilar to IPSec. In the case where a service is defined by a
particular port number, the sequence number and integrity
check fields can be carried within the port number field in
transit. Alternately, we could use the first 20 bits of the
VLAN tag field for this purpose. In both cases, the length
of the packet does not need to increase.

B. Layer-2 Network Address Translation

Network Address Translation (NAT) is normally asso-
ciated with the IP layer. Layer-3 NAT is normally carried
out at the boundary between some inner private network
and the public Internet, either to allow multiple comput-
ers connected to the inner network to share a single IP
address on the outside network, or simply to hide the ad-
dresses of computers on the inner network so they can-
not accessed by outsiders. Layer-3 NAT can also be used
to preserve the IPv4 address space, since the private ad-
dresses can occupy different address assignment ranges in
IPv4 addresses family, or be reused between different pri-
vate networks [12]).

Our purpose for introducing Layer-2 NAT is quite dif-
ferent. Since the Layer-2 address space is completely flat,
and lacks any concept of locality and hierarchical struc-
ture similar to IP addresses, it is much harder to plug all
the holes by which unauthorized traffic could reach a par-
ticular target. For example, access control lists (ACLs) are
treated as a Layer-3 function in multi-layer switch routers,
so these policy rules do not apply to traffic between two
ports assigned to the same VLAN. Similarly, we have
found some examples of VLAN-capable Layer-2 switches
that share a single MAC address table across multiple
VLANs, causing them to misdirect packets across VLAN
boundaries or to allow a malicious user to disrupt the net-
work connection for hosts connected to a different VLAN.

Thus, we use Layer-2 NAT as a means to create a sin-
gle “choke point” where we can execute our policy rules,
thereby preventing all contacts between the host (or pro-
tected service) and everything else running on the same
enterprise LAN environment, unless it is compatible with
our access control policies. Security breaches and bugs in
one application will not affect the execution of other ap-
plications and the real machine. In other words, nobody
should be able to reach target host (or protected service)
without passing through our policy rules – no matter how
close they are to the target host, or even if they know its
correct MAC address (via “ARP”, say). This approach
is analogous to the virtual machine concept in operating
systems, which is used to isolate the execution of one pro-
gram from everything else, including the raw hardware.

In contrast to Layer-3 NAT, where the NAT gateway
uses address multiplexing to share a single outside address
among many internal hosts, in Layer-2 NAT we translate
each host’s MAC address to a distinct NAT-ed address,
using a shared reversible function ������� � � , which could
be derived from the encryption key for the associated S-
VLAN. Thus NAT-ed Layer-2 addresses are distinct from
each other and from the actual MAC addresses for all
hosts. Notice that, as part of our “virtual machine” style
isolation philosophy, we translate both the source and des-
tination addresses for every packet traveling within the S-
VLAN. Furthermore, we use a shared reversible function
to do the address translation, rather than some arbitrary
mapping. In this way, the trusted edge switches determine
the proper destination address for a packet without hav-
ing to maintain a complete address mapping table for the
entire S-VLAN.

Although IPSec tunnel mode could be used to provide
equivalent functionality, it would require us to encap-
sulate all packets traveling through the tunnel in a new
header, which would expand the size of each packet (i.e.,
a new MAC header adds at least 14 bytes), and restrict
the tunnel’s connectivity Conversely, the standard Layer-2
transparent bridging and packet filtering algorithms con-
tinue to function correctly for S-VLAN traffic, even when
it is traveling through “other” switches that know nothing
about the S-VLAN concept except the establishment of
the appropriate forwarding rules for the associated VLAN
id. In other words, if host � wants to send a packet to
host � , the edge switch adjacent to � will encrypt the
packet and translate the source and destination addresses
to ���	��� �
� � and ������� �
� � , respectively. If the intermediate
switches don’t recognize these translated addresses, they
will broadcast the packet and remember through which
port they can reach ������� �
� � . Otherwise, the intermediate
switches will simply forward the encrypted packet across
the S-VLAN to the edge switch adjacent to � . Simi-
larly, when such an encrypted packet reaches a trusted
edge switch, it filters, forwards or decrypts and delivers
the packet to a local host as necessary.

The Layer-2 address translation function takes advan-
tage of a special bit called ”local bit”, which is included in
the IEEE MAC address format [14]. Setting the local bit
to 1 means we have created a privately administered MAC
address. Thus, our Layer-2 NAT function ������� � � must
leave multicast-bit unchanged, and force the local bit to be
1. Furthermore the NAT-ed address must be unique in this
VLAN and, to avoid confusing the core switches, it should
be unique in the whole LAN. This goal can be achieved by
letting the ������� � � depend on original MAC address and
carefully chosen cryptographic functions. And how to de-
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sign a good NAT function family still remains as open is-
sue. One possible effort will be setting a master function
F, then using F to derive a family of slave functions so
that each function corresponds to aVLAN, thus the finally
NAT-ed address will be a function of (F, VLAN number,
original address) and be unique in the whole LAN.

The L2-NAT acts as one more layer of access con-
trol security protection and is not redundant. Without
layer 2 NAT, an attacker can add bogus VLAN header
to its packet and send bogus packets to a trusted edge
switches. The trusted edge switch will finally discard the
packet once it figures out the payload is not legitimate af-
ter decrypting L2 payload and do integrity check and anti-
replay check, but these operations will waste a lot of its
capabilities. If L2-NAT is not used, an attacker can easily
exploit this and launch Denial of Service attacks against
trusted edge switches. However, if we use L2-NAT, once
the trusted switch find a packet with the S-VLAN number
but wrong MAC address, it will discard the packet and
save its effort. This means that L2-NAT makes our sys-
tem more robust to DoS attacks.

C. Bootstrap, Key Agreement and Management

Key agreement and management can use out-of-band
control channel rather than data channel among switches,
similar to bridge management data unit BPDU [21]. Boot-
strap can be done manually or automatically before us-
ing the secure application. For example, if CS department
wants to use VoIP over S-VLAN, the administrators first
ask for a 802.1Q VID from the university administrators.
The VID is known to core switches in the control region
of the university admins. Then, edge switches participat-
ing secured VoIP (and allowed as entry switches for VoIP)
negotiate key related dtails, such as key exchange algo-
rithms, master keys, session keys (may derived from mas-
ter keys). Usually master keys are seldom change, while
session keys can be dynamically change. The frequency
of re-key depends on time, packets sent out, etc, and is
still an open problem to us.

V. S-VLAN IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented a proof-of-concept testbed for our ap-
plication based Secure VLAN architecture design. We
used Linux computers to represent the end hosts, although
any network devices could have been used.

We used some desktop PCs running Linux Mandrake
9.1, kernel 2.6.0 with bridging enabled and built-in layer
2 firewall (ebtables) support, to represent the trusted edge
switches. We extended ebtables as a muli-layer firewall

and revised one of ebtables targets to do S-VLAN pro-
cessing as described above. We emulate a manually boot-
strap process. The encryption algorithm we chose is AES
[9], as it is suitable for hardware implementation later on
real switches.

Of course, for real implementation, it would be better
to use a commercial switch with reprogramming capabil-
ity, such as the Nortel Passport 4000, in combination with
hardware support for encryption/decryption at the ports.
We hope to study this approach in our future work.

We used an Extreme Networks Summit 48i to represent
the core network. This is a high performance commer-
cial switch with 48 ports and support for 802.1Q VLAN-
tagging.

Core Switch

Bridge 1 Bridge 2 Bridge 3

host 1 host 2 host 3

Fig. 3. Test Bed.

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Conformance Tests

The testbed is shown as Figure3. We changed ebta-
bles rules and functions, so after ebtables filtered which
packet can go to S-VLAN, the packet is NAT-ed, inserted
VLAN header, and encrypted, and then sent through the
core switch to the other edge trusted switch. Once it
reached there, it is DNATed, stripped VLAN header, and
decrypted, and then sent to the correct end host.

We tested both applications such as ssh and ping which
use static port numbers and application such as VoIP (we
use ohphone under linux) which use dynamic port num-
ber for data transport. For VoIP packets, we used a range
of port numbers. More sophisticated alternatives will be
using VoIP parser as described in [26].

For these applications and during the test procedure, we
used ethereal [10] to monitor traffic over the links of the
tunnel and could only see the changed packets. Ethereal
could only tell such packets were 802.1Q VLAN packets.
The source MAC addresses, destination MAC addresses
and the content of L2 payload were all kept as secrets.
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To test whether our mechanism works under attacks,
we connected a third end host to an untrusted edge switch
then to a port of the core switch. This “attacker” tried to
use the secured applications, say ssh. The effort failed.
We did a portmap to the second host on the third host,
and could see “filtered” for ssh while open for other un-
protected applications. As a comparasion, if the first host
portmapped the second host, it would see “open” for ssh.
This means the access control scheme works well. The
user cannot use a secured application through connecting
to an untrusted edge switch (switch that does not partici-
pate to the S-VLAN).

We also configured the untrusted switch to be on the S-
VLAN (having the same VID) and got the same results as
above. This means misconfiguration on core switches is
tolerable.

B. Performance Tests

We used ohpone under Linux on two end hosts to gather
statistics of VoIP calls. We compared the round trip time,
number of packets dropped, number of packets out of or-
der and number of packets arrived late and did not see
much difference.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We designed an application-based secure VLAN archi-
tecture and implemented a prototype system. Our applica-
tion based S-VLAN architecture is suitable for hot spots,
university and enterprises LANs and can efficiently pre-
vent inside security problems from interrupting secured
applications. Our Application based Secure VLAN (AS-
VLAN) is simpler and more efficient than IPSec in LAN
environment as it conforms to Layer 2 sematics, and it is
cost efficient to real-time applications such as VoIP.

Our future work includes implement the real AS-
VLAN architecture in commercial programmable
switches and move crypto algorithms to be implemented
by hardware to achieve wire-speed performance, and to
integrate VoIP parser to the multilayer firewall.
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